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Abstract 
Stewart, I. A., Context-sensitive transitive closure operators, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 66 
(1994) 277-301. 
We introduce a new logical operator CSTC (standing for Context-Sensitive Transitive Closure) and 
show that incorporating this operator into first-order logic (with successor) enables us to capture the 
complexity class PSPACE. We also show that by varying how the operator is applied we can 
capture the complexity classes P, NP, the classes of the Polynomial Hierarchy PH, and PSPACE. As 
such, the operator CSTC can be regarded as a general purpose operator. We also give applications 
of these characterizations by showing that P and NP coincide with those problems accepted by two 
new classes of program schemes (involving arrays), by producing some new complete problems for 
various complexity classes where the reductions are from first principles and do not use known 
complete problems (that is, they are generic), and by giving a simple proof that first-order logic 
incorporated with the least fixed point operator captures P. 
1. Introduction 
It is generally recognized that logic and computer science are inextricably 
interlaced. Of particular concern to us is the characterization of complexity classes as 
classes of problems describable by the sentences of some logic. Such an approach to 
complexity theory originated in the work of Fagin [4] before being taken up by 
Immerman and Gurevich, amongst others, in the early eighties (see the survey article 
[6]). Since then, descriptive complexity theory, as it is sometimes called, has 
blossomed. 
Fagin’s original characterization of NP as those problems describable by the 
sentences of existential second-order logic recognized that first-order logic (even in the 
presence of a built-in successor relation which we assume is always present) is 
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insufficiently expressive even to describe the most basic of problems. However, 
moving up to (existential) second-order logic is but one way of increasing the 
expressibility of first-order logic: there are others. 
One method of increasing expressibility so that some hold is retained on just how 
expressible the resulting logic becomes is to augment first-order logic with a general- 
ized quantifier (with, possibly, restrictions on how it may be applied). The complexity 
classes L, NL, P, and NP are amongst those complexity classes so characterized (see 
[lo, 201). Another method is to incorporate operators into first-order logic, such as 
the least fixed point [9] or the inductive fixed point [7] operators. It turns out that the 
resulting logics capture P. An alternative approach to capturing complexity classes, 
related to those above, is to use high-level classes of program schemes which work on 
finite structures and involve the use of such fundamental constructs as stacks, arrays, 
and non-determinism [S, 14, 271. 
In this paper we introduce a new operator in the mould of the least fixed point and 
the inductive fixed point operators (that is, a new relation symbol is necessarily 
introduced in any application of the operator). This operator CSTC (standing for 
Context-Sensitive Transitive Closure) is based upon the transitive closure generalized 
quantifier but there is also a context to take into account, described by a varying 
relation. Consequently, whilst some predicate may be true at some particular time, 
this may not be the case at some other time as the predicate may be context-sensitive 
(consider the usual (context-free) transitive closure operator where any edge between 
two vertices is either there or it isn’t throughout). A most useful property of the 
operator CSTC is that in unrestricted usage the complexity class captured is PSPACE 
but by restricting how CSTC is applied in the formation of some logic, a whole range 
of complexity classes from P, to NP, through the classes of the Polynomial Hierarchy 
PH, and up to PSPACE can be captured. As such, CSTC can be regarded as a genera1 
purpose operator. 
This Introduction is Section 1; in Section 2 we give the basic definitions and some 
related results; in Section 3 we prove the main results; and in Section 4 we give some 
applications. We remark that whilst references are listed in alphabetical order by 
author, and by date of appearance within an author, this gives no indication as to 
whether the work in one paper was completed before that in another (given variable 
time delays in publication). 
2. Basic definitions and results 
In this paper we work with numerous logics and classes of program schemes, with 
the consequence being that to give full definitions of all notions involved would be 
unduly time-consuming. Hence, we only present the basic outlines here and refer the 
reader to papers such as [lo, 14, 16, 17, 20, 22, 231 for complete definitions. In this 
section we begin by explaining how to extend first-order logic using generalized 
quantifiers, and we examine how such extensions of first-order logic capture 
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well-known complexity classes. Next, we look at an alternative way of extending 
first-order logic where we simultaneously introduce a transitive closure operator and 
the notion of arrays. Finally, we say how problems can be described using program 
schemes. Throughout this section we only focus on results of direct relevance to this 
paper. 
2.1. Extending$rst-order logic using generalized quanti$ers 
Throughout, r is a vocabulary and consists of a tuple of constant and relation 
symbols (note that in [14] function symbols are allowed and in [25] constant symbols 
are sometimes disallowed). All structures S over r are finite with universe ISI = 
(0, 1, . > n - l} for some HE F+J. The size of some structure S with universe 
(0, 1, . . .1 n - l} is n and is also denoted by 1 S 1. We denote the set of all structures 
over r by STRUCT(t) and we assume that all structures have size at least 2. A problem 
of arity t ( 3 0) over T is a subset of 
STRUCT,(r) = {(S, u): SE STRUCT(r), u E (SI ‘} 
(throughout, tuples are written in bold type). If 52 is some problem then r(Q) denotes 
its vocabulary. Given two vocabularies r and r’ where all symbols have different 
names, r u r’ denotes the vocabulary containing all the symbols of r and r’. 
We can describe problems using logical formulae. The language of the first-order 
logic FO,(T) is as expected except that there is a built-in successor relation s and two 
constant symbols 0 and max that are always interpreted as 0 and n - 1, respectively, 
in any structure of size n (our assumption that all structures have size at least 2 is so 
that 0 and max are always interpreted as different elements of any universe): we choose 
to include the successor relation in first-order logic for the reasons given in [22, 
Section 11, amongst others, even though we can sometimes do without it (see [17, 
Appendix]). Any formula 4 E FO,(r) with free variables those of the t-tuple x is 
interpreted in the set STRUCT,(r), and we write 4(x) to denote the fact that the 
variables of x are the free variables of 4 (the same goes for formulae of other logics: we 
usually write s(x, y) as y = x + 1 and 1 (x = y) as x # y). Also 
FO, = U { FO,(s): r some vocabulary}. 
The formula 4(x) describes the problem 
{ 6% 4 : 6 4 E STRUCTrb), (S, 4 b 4(x,} 
of arity t. 
It is well known that first-order logic is not very descriptive (see [2]). One 
way of making first-order logic more expressible is to allow the use of generalized 
quantifiers. Let r2 be the vocabulary consisting of the binary relation symbol E; so, we 
may clearly consider structures over r2 as digraphs or graphs. Consider the problem 
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HP of arity 2 defined as follows: 
HP = {(S, u, u)ESTRUCT~(~~): there is a Hamiltonian path 
in the digraph S from u to u}. 
Suppose that $(x, y) is a formula of FO, where x and y are l-tuples of variables with all 
variables distinct. Then the digraph denoted by the logical formula 
has its vertices indexed by l-tuples (over the domain of the structure in which the 
formula is interpreted) and there is an edge from vertex II to vertex u iff there is an 
Hamiltonian path from u to u in the digraph described by the relation $(x, y). 
Consequently, the sentence 
describes all those structures (over the vocabulary in question) for which there is 
a Hamiltonian path from vertex 0 to vertex max in the digraph described by tj(x, y) (0 
(resp. mux) is the constant symbol 0 (resp. max) repeated 1 times). We can re-apply the 
generalized quantifier HP to formulae already containing applications of HP. If we 
allow an unlimited number of nested applications of HP then we denote the resulting 
logic by ( ) HP)*[FO,] (this is the logic (FO + HP) of [20]). We write 
( f HP)“ [FO,] (resp. HP* [FO,]) to denote the sub-logic of ( ) HP)* [FO,] where all 
formulae have at most k nested applications of HP (resp. where no application of HP 
appears within the scope of a negation sign; that is, where all applications appear 
positively): the sub-logic HPk [FO,] of HP* [FO,] is defined similarly. Needless to say, 
first-order logic can be extended by other generalized quantifiers apart from HP. 
In order to compare problems we use the notion of a translation. Let r’ = 
<C,, C2,. . .? C,, RI, RZ, . , R,) be some vocabulary where each Ci is a constant 
symbol and each Rj is a relation symbol of arity aj, and let L(r) be some logic over 
some vocabulary z. Then the set of formulae 
C = {pi, ~j(Yj) 1 i = 1,2, . . . , C, j = 1,2, . , r} C L(T) 
where each 4i (resp. ~j) is over the q (resp. qaj) distinct variables Xi (resp. yj), for some 
fixed positive integer q, and where for each i = 1,2, . . . , c and each SE STRUCT(r) 
S ~ 3X13X, . . 3Xq(~i(X1, X2, . . , Xq) A VX; VX; ’ . VXb 
(14i(X;tX!2,. . . 2 x;, v (x1 = x; A x2 = x; A . . A xq = xi))), 
is called z’-descriptive. For each SE STRUCT(r) the z’-translation ofS with respect to 
C is the structure S’E STRUCT(z’) with universe lSlq, defined as follows: for all 
i = 1,2,. . . , c and for all UEIS’I = ISlQ 
Cf’ = U iff (S, U) k pi; 
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forallj=1,2,..., r and for any tuples {ul,uz,. . . , u,,} c JS’I = ISI 
Rf’(Ul, u2, . . . ) u,) holds iff (S, (~1, ~2, . . . , ~a,)) k tijbj) 
(note that the above condition on each +i ensures that each Cf’ is well-defined’). Let 
52 and 0’ be problems of arity 0 over the vocabularies z and r’, respectively. Let C be 
a r’-descriptive set of formulae from some logic L(r) and for each SE STRUCT(z) let 
CJ(S)E STRUCT(z’) denote the z’-translation of S with respect to C. Then 52’ is an 
L-translation of 52 iff for each SE STRUCT(t), SE Q iff o(S) E 52’. We clearly have the 
notion of one problem being a (resp. quantifier-fiee)jirst-order translation of another. 
Let 4 E FO,(z) be of the form 
V{~i A pi:iEZ} 
for some finite index set 1 where 
(i) each CQ is a conjunction of the logical atomic relations s, = , and their 
negations; 
(ii) each Bi is atomic or negated atomic; 
(iii) if i # j then Cli and aj are mutually exclusive. 
Then 4 is a projective formula. Hence, we also have the notion of one problem being 
a projection translation of another. 
We can equate a complexity class with a class of problems describable by the 
sentences of some logic. Let SE STRUCT(s) be of size n for some vocabulary 
~=(C~,CZ,...,C~,R~,R~,..., R,) where each Ci is a constant symbol and each 
Rj is a relation symbol of arity Uj. Then the encoding e,(S) of S as a string over (0, l} is 
defined as follows: the concatenation of the binary representations of the constants 
c:, c;, . . . ) Cf is followed by the encodings of the relations Rs, R:, . . . , RF, with 
each Ry encoded as a sequence of n”j O’s and l’s denoting whether RT(O, 0, . . , 0) 
holds, whether Rjs(O, 0, . . , 1) holds, . . , and whether Rjs(n - 1, n - 1, . . . , n - 1) 
holds. If 52 is some problem over r of arity 0 then we define e,(Q) = 
{e,(S):SEQ} c (0, l}*. 
A complexity class CC is identified with a set of problems Prob of arity 0 iff 
(i) for each A ECC there is some Q~Prob such that A = e,,,,(Q); 
(ii) for each 52~ Prob we have that e,,,,(SZ)ECC 
(throughout, we write complexity classes in bold type). If CC is identified with Prob 
then we write CC = Prob. We also say that 52 is accepted by some Turing machine 
(resp. in some complexity class) iff e,&S2) is. 
Let z3 be the vocabulary consisting of one relation symbol P of arity 3. Then any 
SE STRUCT(z3) encodes a path system, that is, a set of vertices lS1, a source OE ISl, 
a sink max E I S(, and an accessibility relation P on 1 SJ. Initially 0 is the only vertex 
deemed to be accessible and the complete set of accessible vertices is built using the 
‘In general it is undecidable as to whether this condition holds and as such a different one might be 
preferable. However, this is of no consequence in this paper. 
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rule “if ever u, v E (SI are accessible (where possibly u = u) and P’(u, u, w) or Ps(u, u, w) 
holds then w is also accessible” (this is as in the P-complete decision problem PATH 
SYSTEM ACCESSIBILITY of [S], originally formulated by Cook [3]). Define the 
problems TC and PS as follows: 
TC = ((S, u, u) E STRUCT2(s2): there is a path in the digraph S from u to u}; 
PS = (SESTRUCT(~~): the sink is accessible in the path system S}. 
Also set 
HP(0, max) = {SESTRUCT(~~): there is a Hamiltonian path in 
the digraph S from 0 to max >, 
with TC(0, max) defined similarly. The following logical characterizations of 
complexity classes have been obtained (and will be used later on). 
Theorem 2.1. (i) NL = TC ’ [FO,] = ( + TC)* [FO,] ([ 10, 111). 
(ii) P = PSI [FO,] = ( f PS)*[FO,] ([25]). 
(iii) NP = HP ‘[FO,] = HP* [FO,] ([20]). 
(iv) TC(0, max) (resp. PS, HP(0, max)) is completefor NL (resp. P, NP) via projection 
translations ([lo, 25, 201). 
Remarks. (i) We use, for example, HP’ [FO,] to denote a logic and also the problems 
describable by the sentences of that logic, and we assume from now on that all 
problems are of arity 0 unless otherwise stated. 
(ii) Theorem 2.1 holds whether we allow our vocabularies to have constant 
symbols or not (the built-in constant symbols 0 and max are always present). 
(iii) Other complexity classes have also been captured by extending first-order logic 
using generalized quantifiers and other problems have been shown to be complete for 
complexity classes via weak reductions such as projection translations: see, for 
example, [2, 10, 12, 15-251. We mention projection translations in this paper (as 
opposed to merely being satisfied with quantifier-free first-order translations) as we 
find it most interesting that well-known problems remain complete for certain 
complexity classes via such restricted reductions. Projection translations are worthy 
of much more study. 
2.2. Incorporating arrays intojht-order logic 
An alternative method of increasing the expressibility of first-order logic is to 
simultaneously include a transitive closure operator TC and the notion of an array. 
Let {Ai.j: i, j = 1,2, . . . > be a set of array symbols (each different from any symbol 
occurring in any vocabulary). We say that an array symbol Ai,j has dimension j 
(whatever the value of i). The atoms of the logic (FO + A + Q )(T) are defined to be 
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the variables, the constant symbols of r, and 0 and max. The tests of (FO + A + d )(r) 
consist of all formulae of the form 
atom = atom; R(atom, . . . , atom); 
atom = Ai,j[atom, . . . , atom]; atom = atom + 1, 
(again, we prefer to write atom = atom + 1 rather than s(atom, atom) where s is 
a built-in successor relation) and the assignments of (FO + d + A)(z) consist of all 
formulae of the form 
A,, j[utom, . . . , atom]:= atom 
where atom, R, and A,, j denote any atom, relation symbol of z, and array symbol, 
respectively (with the number of components in R(atom, . . , atom) being the arity of 
R and the number of components in Ai, j[atom, . . . , atom] being the dimension j). 
The atomic formulae of (FO + A + < )(z) are formulae of the form 4 1 CI where 4 is 
built from the tests in the usual manner using the connectives v , A, and 1 and the 
quantifiers 3 and V, and where CI is an assignment or non-existent. The formulae of 
(FO + A + < )(z) are those formulae built from the atomic formulae using the above 
connectives and quantifiers. We define 
(FO + A + Q ) = { @ E(FO + A + d )(z): 7 is some vocabulary}. 
In [14] a transitive closure operator TC is incorporated into (FO + A + d ) to 
yield the logic (FO + A + d + TC) and it is shown that any problem described by 
a sentence of (FO + A + d + TC) can 
TC Ck Y, @(x> Al (0, ma-4 
where x and y are I-tuples of 
@(x, y)~(F0 + A + < ) is a disjunction 
be described by one of the form 
variables (with all variables distinct), 
of atomic formulae, and 0 (resp. max) is the 
constant symbol 0 (resp. max) repeated 1 times. Hence, we need only say how we 
interpret sentences of the above form (there is no need to deal with the complete 
semantics of (FO + A + < + TC) here). 
Suppose that the formula @(x, y)e(FO + A + < ), above, is over the vocabulary 
r and that SeSTRUCT(r). A valuation on a collection of array symbols is an 
interpretation of these array symbols as arrays over ISI with each array 
element given a specified value from lS1. We interpret an atomic formula 
@(a(x,y)~(FO + A+ <)(z)in the set {(S,U,U):SESTRUCT(~), u,u~lS(‘} and for 
any SE STRUCT(r) and u, UE ISJ’ we say that @I+, y) holds in (S, u, u) for array 
valuations (val, ual’) iff @ holds in S where 
(i) the variables of x and y are assigned values according to the 1-tuples u and u, 
respectively; 
(ii) all tests in @ involving array symbols are evaluated with the status of the arrays 
given by val; 
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(iii) after application of the assignment c1 (if it exists) the valuation on the arrays is 
given by oal’ (note that ual and ual’ are valuations on the array symbols occurring in 
the formula @ 1 LX). 
If @(a@, y) holds in (S, u, u) for array valuations (ual, val’) then we write 
(S, u, u, val, A’) != 4) a(x, y). 
Suppose that @(x, y), above, is of the form 
&I% ” &IQ ” ‘. . v 4kl% 
where each 4i (cLi(x, y) E (FO + A + < ) (2) is atomic. Then for any SE STRUCT(r), 
S I= TC Ck Y, @(x, ~11 (0, ma-4 
iff there exist l-tuples of elements of ISI, x0 = 0, x1, . . . , x, = max, and valuations 
vale, valt, . . . , val, (on the array symbols occurring in @), for some m > 0, such that 
(i) vale is the zero-valuation, that is, the one where each array symbol occurring in 
@ is interpreted as an array set identically at 0; 
(ii) for each i < m there exists some j E { 1,2, . . . , k} such that 
Theorem 2.2. [14]. (FO + A + < + TC) = PSPACE and any problem, ouer some 
vocabulary z, in PSPACE can be described by a sentence of (FO + A + d + TC)(z) of 
the form 
TC Ck Y, @(I, Y) ItO, max) 
where x and y are I-tuples of variables (with all variables distinct), 
@(x, y)~(F0 + A + < )(z) is a disjunction of atomicformulae, and 0 (resp. max) is the 
constant symbol 0 (resp. max) repeated 1 times. 
Remarks. (i) We adopt the conventions introduced in Section 2.1 (as we do 
throughout the rest of the paper): for example, we write (FO + A + d + TC) to 
denote the logic and also the class of problems described by the sentences of the logic. 
(ii) In [ 143 it is assumed that vocabularies are allowed to contain function symbols 
as well as constant and relation symbols. Theorem 2.2 still holds, as do all the results 
of [14] where the successor relation is involved if we drop this assumption. 
(iii) In fact, a much more explicit version of Theorem 2.2 is proven in [14] where 
extra conditions hold for the formula @(x, y) in the statement of Theorem 2.2 (see [14, 
Corollary 3.51). We shall use this more detailed version later but do not see the need 
to include it here. 
(iv) If we omit the notion of arrays from (FO + A + $ + TC) then we obtain the 
logic (_+ TC)*[FO,] = NL ([lo, 111). 
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(v) As mentioned above, the logic (FO + A + d + TC) was defined in [14]. The 
(unwisely chosen) denotation implies that a built-in total ordering is present where as 
in reality there is only a built-in successor relation. We should really alter the name of 
this logic to reflect this fact but refrain from doing so to avoid confusion. 
(vi) We often abuse notation by giving array symbols names other than Ai, j. 
2.3. Program schemes 
Our final method of describing problems is through the use of program schemes. 
Our program schemes are high-level yet mathematically exact and work on finite 
structures. The class of program schemes NPSA( < )(z) (standing for 
Non-deterministic Program Schemes with Arrays), for some vocabulary z, is defined 
as follows: 
(i) the variables, the constant symbols of z, and 0 and max constitute the atoms of 
the class of program schemes NPSA( d )(z); 
(ii) the assignment instructions of program schemes of NPSA( < ) (7) are of the form 
var := atom; A,,j [atom, . . . , atom] := atom; 
var:= aCorn + 1; guess(uar) 
where var, atom, and Ai, j denote some variable, atom, and array symbol, respectively; 
(iii) the test instructions of program schemes of NPSA( < )(t) are of the form 
WHILE t DO iI, i,, . . . , ik OD 
for some k 2 0 and instructions iI, i2, . . , ik where t is some simple test of the form 
atom = atom; R(atom, . . . , atom); 
atom = Ai, j [atom, . . . , atom]; atom = atom + 1 
and their negations, with the notation as above except that R is some relation 
symbol of r; 
(iv) there are additional instructions of the form 
input(xi,, Xi27 . . . , Xi,) and output (Xi,, Xi2, . . . , Xi,) 
where Xi,, Xi23 . . . , xi, are the input/output variables. 
The program schemes of NPSA( < )(z) are sequences of instructions of one of the 
above types. Furthermore, the instruction infJUt(Xil, Xi23 . . . , Xi,) (resp. 
OUtPUt(Xi, y Xi27 . . ) Xi,)) must be the first (resp. last) instruction of any program 
scheme of NPSA( < )(T) and must occur exactly once. We define NPSA( d ) as 
follows: 
NPSA( Q ) = (p E NPSA( ,< )(z): T is some vocabulary}. 
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The interpretation ps of a program scheme p E NPSA( < )(z) in some 
SE STRUCT(z) should be obvious given Sections 2.1 and 2.2, the only clarifications 
being that 
(i) we assume the initial values of the input/output variables and (usually) 
valuations on the array symbols are specified; 
(ii) should the program encounter a statement involving the value of an 
uninitialized variable, etc., then it “hangs forever” (that is, it does not halt) as it does if 
it encounters an assignment instruction such as x = max + 1; 
(iii) when an instruction such as guess(x) is encountered, x is given an arbitrary 
value from ISI (this is the usual notion of non-determinism). 
Given p E NPSA( d ) (7) and SE STRUCT( r we say that p accepts S iff there exists ) 
a computation of ps such that the output variables are finally all set at max when the 
input variables are initially all set at 0 and the initial valuation on each array symbol is 
the zero-valuation. The problem accepted by p E NPSA( < ) (7) is 
{S E STRUCT(r) : S is accepted by p} 
The class of program schemes DPSA( < ) (7) is the sub-class of program schemes of 
NPSA( d )(T) consisting of those program schemes in which the non-deterministic 
instruction guess is not used and DPSA( f ) is as expected. 
Theorem 2.3 [14]. PSPACE = NPSA( d ) = DPSA( < ). 
Remarks. (i) As mentioned earlier, in [14] it is assumed that vocabularies are allowed 
to contain function symbols as well as constant and relation symbols but Theorem 2.3 
still holds if we drop this assumption. 
(ii) As remarked in [14], if we omit the notion of arrays from DPSA( <) and 
NPSA( < ) to obtain the classes of program schemes DPS( < ) and NPS( d ), 
respectively, then L = DPS( ,< ) and NL = NPS( d ). 
(iii) A remark analogous to remark (v) of the previous sub-section applies. 
3. Context-sensitive transitive closure operators 
Let R be a relation symbol of arity m and let X, x’, and y be tuples of variables of 
lengths 1, I, and m, respectively (all variables are distinct). Let 4(x, x’) and $(x, x’, y) 
be formulae of FO,(z u (R)) for some vocabulary z (not containing any symbol 
named R). 
Corresponding to any SE STRUCT(z) there is a set of vertices V = {u : u E (S I’} and 
we say that any relation R over IS1 constitutes the context of the set of vertices V. 
Initially there is a “traveller” at vertex OE V and the context is given by the relation 
R, where R@(U) does not hold for any u E 1 S 1”‘. The aim of the traveller is to move from 
vertex to vertex so as to eventually reach the vertex VZUXE V, according to the 
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following rules. Given that the traveller is at some vertex u and the current context is 
given by R, the possible vertices to which he2 may move are given by 
(u’ E V: 4’(u, u’, R) holds}. 
If he chooses to move from vertex u to vertex u’ with the current context given by 
R then the context becomes R’ where for any UE 1 S(“, 
R’(u) holds iff $‘(u, u’, u, R) holds. 
Given a triple T such as (S, 4(x, x’, R), $(x, x’, y, R)) we refer to the set of vertices 
V, the (potential) context R, and the rules for movement and context alteration 
described by T, as above, as the system described by T. The context-sensitive transitive 
closure (c.s.t.c.) of the system described by T is the set 
{(u,u’)~lSI’xISl’: th ere is a sequence of moves in the system described by T 
enabling the traveller to reach the vertex u’ starting at the 
vertex II when the initial context is given by Rg}. 
For any SE STRUCT(r), we write 
S I= CSTC [Ax, x’, y; R, 4, $1 
iff (0, max) is in the c.s.t.c. of the system described by T. (In future, for any problem 
52 described by a sentence of the form CSTC[ix, x’, y; R, 4, $1 we assume that 
1x1 = Ix’/, R is a relation symbol of arity lyl such that no symbol of r(Q) is named R, 
and 4(x, x’), It/(x, x’, y) are formulae over r(Q) u (R).) 
Let ( f CSTC)*[FO,] be the logic formed by extending first-order logic with the 
operator CSTC, that is, the closure of FO, under negation, disjunction, conjunction, 
existential and universal quantification, and the application of the operator CSTC: see 
[9] where the extension of first-order logic with a least fixed point operator is defined 
analogously (our notation is such that the “ f ” (resp. “*“) tells us that positive and 
negative (resp. an unlimited number of nested) applications of CSTC are allowed). 
Note that the operator CSTC is different in nature from those such as TC, PS, HP, 
etc., as an external relation symbol is involved. 
Theorem 3.1. Let 52 be some problem over z. Then 52 E PSPACE ifsO can be described 
by a sentence of the logic (+ CSTC)*[FO,]. Moreover, any problem described by 
a sentence of ( + CSTC)*[FO,] can also be described by one of CSTC’ [FO,] of the 
form 
CSTCCk x',Y; R, 4, $1 
‘To counter any possible charge of sexism, in order to decide upon the sex of the traveller an unbiased 
coin was tossed with the proviso “Heads, he’s a he; tails, she’s a she”. The coin fell as a head. 
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(i) 4, $ E FO, are quantijier-free; 
(ii) $ is of the form (4 A R(y) A 0) v x for some 8, x; 
(iii) all occurrences of R in $ (and also in 4, 8, and x) are positive; 
(iv) for any SESTRUCT(Z), relation R, and ueJSI’, where 1x1 = lx’1 = 1, we have that 
({u’~(S(%$~(u,u’, R)holds)( < 1. 
Proof. Suppose that SZEPSPACE. By Corollary 4.3 of [14] there exists a program 
scheme p E DPSA( < )(z) accepting Q We may assume that at most one array symbol 
A occurs in p and that A has dimension m. Let B be a new array symbol of dimension 
m + 1. Insert code at the beginning of p to initially set B[a, 0] equal to max for all c(, 
and B [a, b] equal to 0 for all a and for all b # 0. Wherever A [z] = w (resp. A [z] # w) 
appears in p (for some tuple of variables z and variable w) replace it with 
B[z, w] = max (resp. B [z, w] # max). Wherever A [z] := w appears in p replace it with 
the portion of code 
w’:= 0 
WHILE w’ # w DO 
B[z, w’]:= 0 
w’:= w’ + 1 
OD 
B [z, w] := max 
WHILE w’ # max DO 
w’:= w’ + 1 
B[z, w’]:= 0 
OD 
where w’ is a new variable. The amended program scheme p’ accepts Q as B essentially 
models A (via A [a] = b iff B [a, b] = max and B [a, c] = 0 for all c # b). 
By Corollary 3.5 (and the proof of Theorem 3.4) of [14] applied to p’ (remembering 
that p’ is in DPSA( d ) as well as NPSA( < )), 52 can be described by a sentence of the 
logic (FO + A + < + X)(z) of the form 
TC [Ax, x’, O( x, x’)] (0, max) 
where 1x1 = I x’l = 1,O (resp. max) is the constant symbol 0 (resp. max) repeated 1 times, 
and 0(x, x’)E(FO + A + < )(z) is of the form 
Bilcci v 021cX2 v .‘. V &la, 
such that 
(i) each di is a conjunction pil A pi2 A ... A &, of tests and their negations; 
(ii) for each i there exists at most one j such that Bij involves a constant symbol 
different from 0 and max, a relation symbol (including the successor), or the array 
symbol B; 
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(iii) given SE STRUCT(r), values for the variables of X, and a valuation vu1 on the 
array B, there exists I such that if 0:(x, x’) holds w.r.t. ual for some values for the 
variables of x’ then i = I, and also 1 {x’: df(x, x’) holds w.r.t. WI} 1 < 1; 
(iv) no variable of x’ appears in any assignment Cli. 
Let R be a relation symbol of arity m + 2 (where no symbol of r is named R). Given 
some SE STRUCT(s) we can model a valuation ual on the array symbol B (over ISI) as 
a relation R as follows: for each a E I S 1 m and b, c E IS 1, R (a, b, c) holds iff the valuation 
val is such that B [a, b] = c. The relation R. is defined as follows: for each Q E 1 S ( m and 
b, c E 1 SI, R,(a, b, c) holds iff c = 0 (R, corresponds to the zero-valuation on B). 
Suppose that the test B[a, w] = max (resp. B[z, w] # max) appears as some p<j (for 
some tuple of variables z and variable w): note that no symbols apart from possibly 
0 and max appear in any ljik for k # j. Let 4i be Bi with /?ij replaced by R(z, W, max) 
(resp. R(z, w, 0)). If ei is such that B is not involved in any fiij then set $i identical to Bi. 
Define $(n, x’) as 
Let y = (yi , yz, y3) be an (m + 2)-tuple of new variables. Suppose that some ai is the 
assignment B[z, w]:= max. Define rl/i as 
& A ((Y,, YZ, y3) = lz, w, ma.4 v (h f z v y2 f 4 * R(Y))) 
(with a similar definition if ai is the assignment B[z, w]:= 0: note that these are the 
only two assignments which occur). If Cli does not exist then set rl/i to be 4i A R(y). 
Define Ii/(x, x’, y) as 
(the meaning of the shorthand used to describe each It/i above should be obvious). 
Hence, for any SE STRUCT(r), SEQ iff (0, max) is in the c.s.t.c. of the system 
described by the triple (S, 4(x, x’, R), $(x, x’, y, R)) where the initial context is given 
by the relation Ro. Actually, for any SE STRUCT(r), SE 52 iff (0, mux) is in the c.s.t.c. 
of the system described by the triple (S, 4(x, x’, R), $(x, x’, y, R)) where the initial 
context is given by any relation R (as the array B in the program scheme p’ is initially 
set from within). Thus 52 is described by the sentence 
CSTC Ck I‘, Y; R, 4, $1 
and (iHiv) in the statement of the theorem hold. 
Conversely, any problem D described by a sentence of ( + CSTC)*[F’O,] can easily 
be shown (by a simple induction) to be in NPSPACE and so the result follows by 
Savitch’s Theorem that NPSPACE = PSPACE [13]. IJ 
Note that extending first-order logic using the naturally-defined operator CSTC 
allows us to describe all problems solvable in polynomial-space. This is in sharp 
contrast with most other similar extensions of first-order logic; e.g., using a least fixed 
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point operator [9,28] or an inductive fixed point opearator [7] allows us only to 
describe predicates computable in polynomial-time. However, the extension of 
first-order logic using the operator 2TC of [8] (essentially a second-order transitive 
closure operator) does capture PSPACE although this operator is different in nature 
from CSTC and those mentioned above. Also, there are no known restricted 
extensions of first-order logic using the operator 2TC which capture complexity 
classes contained within PSPACE: this is one of the attractions of ( + CSTC)*[FO,] 
as we shall soon see. 
Note also that in order to define the least fixed point operator we insist that the 
external relation symbol should always appear positively. By Theorem 3.1, even when 
we restrict the external relation symbol R to appear positively in 4 and $ we can still 
describe any problem in PSPACE by a sentence of the form 
CSTCCk x',Y; R, 4, $1 
where (+0(v) of Theorem 3.1 hold. 
Restricting the normal form in Theorem 3.1 enables us to characterize NP in 
a similar fashion. 
Theorem 3.2. Let 52 be some problem over z. Then QENP iff 52 can be described by 
a sentence of the form 
CSTCCk XI, Y; R, 4, $1 
where 
(i) 4, $ E FO, are quantifier-free; 
(ii) $ is of the form (q!~ A R(y)) v x for some x; 
(iii) all occurrences of R in $ (and in g5 and 1) are positive. 
Proof. By [20] any problem QeNP can be described by a sentence of the logic 
HP*[FO,] of the form 
where Ix1 ) = Ix; 1 = I and 1 is a projective formula. Let R be a new relation symbol of 
arity 1 and let x = (x1,x2, x3), x’ = (x;,x;, xi), and y be (21 + l)- (21 + l)- and 
l-tuples of variables, respectively (all variables are distinct). Define 
41 = x1 # mux A x2 # max A x3 = 0 A x(x1, xi) A (xi, xi) = (x2 + 1,O); 
q!~~ = x1 = max A x2 # max A x3 = 0 A (xi, xi, xj) = (0, x2 + 1, max); 
43 = x1 # max A (x2, x3) = (max, max) A R(x,) 
A (xi, xi, xi) = (x1 + 1, max, max), 
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with $ E $, v ti2 v ti3 (xi = x2 + 1, etc., is shorthand for a quantifier-free 
first-order formula expressing the predicate that xi is the successor of x2 w.r.t. the 
lexicographic ordering on l-tuples). For any S E STRUCT(r), 
SEQ iff S I= CSTC [Ax, x’, y; R, 4, $1 
and also (i), (ii), and (iii), as in the statement of the theorem, hold (essentially, @r, c)~, 
$, , and ti2 guess a possible Hamiltonian path and &3 and rj3 check that the guessed 
path is indeed Hamiltonian). 
Conversely, suppose that the problem Q can be described by a sentence as in the 
statement of the theorem. Let SE STRUCT(r) and let T be the triple (S, 4(x, x’, R), 
$(x, x’,y, R)). In any sequence of moves by the traveller in the system described by 
T the relation R is such that once R(y) holds, for some tuple y over (S( (of the 
appropriate length), then R(y) holds henceforth; and so any sequence of moves 
enabling the traveller to move from vertex 0 to vertex max necessarily has length at 
most p( 1 S I) for some fixed polynomial p. Thus s2 E NP. 0 
With regard to the proof of Theorem 3.2, in any sequence of moves made by the 
traveller in the system described by T the relation R always changes monotonically. 
This is always the case so long as rl/ is of the form (4 A R(y)) v x. Call any application 
CSTC[Ax, x’,y; R, 4, $1 of CSTC monotone if $ is of the form (4 A R(y)) v x. Let 
L be some sub-logic of ( + CSTC)*[FO,]. Then pL is the sub-logic of L consisting of 
formulae in which every application of the operator CSTC is monotone. (We choose 
to write pL because “p” is the Greek equivalent of the letter “m” standing for 
“monotone”. This notation should not be confused with that in [9] where “$’ is used 
to describe the least fixed point of some formula.) 
Theorem 3.3. NP = pCSTC’[FO,] = pCSTC*[FO,]. 
Proof. The fact that NP E pCSTC’[FO,] E pCSTC*[FO,] follows from Theorem 
3.2. Conversely, suppose that the problem SL over T can be described by a sentence of 
pCSTCk[FO,], for some k > 1, of the form 
CSTCClx, x’,Y; R 4, $1 
where IyI = m and 4, ~,~E~CSTC~-~[FO,] with $ of the form (4 A R(y)) v x for 
some ~E~CSTC~-~[FO,]. As our induction hypothesis we assume that 
pCSTC’[FO,] G NP for all i < k (the base case of the induction holds by Theorem 
3.2). By the induction hypothesis, the problems (of arity > 0) over r u (R) described 
by Cp and I,!I are solvable in non-deterministic polynomial-time. 
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Let SE STRUCT(r) and let T be the triple (S, 4(x, x’, R), Ii/(x, x’, y, R)). Consider the 
following (pseudo-) algorithm that takes as input (the system described by) T: 
initially the traveller is at vertex 0 and R = Rg; 
WHILE the traveller is at vertex x # max DO 
guess the next vertex x’ to which the traveller is to move; 
IF @(x, x’, R) holds THEN 
guess a set Q of tuples YE (SI” for which the value of R(y) changes, should the 
traveller move from vertex x to vertex x’; 
IF $‘(x, x’, y, R) holds for every y E Q THEN 
move the traveller to vertex x’ and amend R according to the set Q 
This algorithm can be implemented to run in non-deterministic polynomial-time so 
that the problem accepted is 0. The result follows by induction. 0 
So, by syntactically restricting how we may apply the operator CSTC in formulae of 
( + CSTC)* [FO,] we have captured NP . This leads us to wonder whether some of the 
complexity classes between NP and PSPACE can be so captured, in particular the 
classes of the Polynomial Hierarchy [26]. 
For any k > 1 and any formula 0 EP( + CSTC)* [FO,], we say that 0 is 
a pCSTC( + k)-formula (resp. nCSTC( - k)-formula) iff 0 is of the form 
CSTC[Ax,x’,y; R, 4, $1 (resp. iCSTC[Ax,x’,y; R, 4, $1) 
where 4 and $ are ,uCSTC( - (k - 1))-formulae (resp. nCSTC( + (k - 1))-formulae). 
The formula OE~( + CSTC)*[FO,] is a pCSTC( + l)-formula (resp. &STC( - l)- 
formula) iff 0 is of the form 
CSTC[As, x’, y; R, 4, $1 (resp. lCSTC[Ax, x’, y; R, 4, $1) 
where 4, $ E FO,. 
Theorem 3.4. For any k 2 1 and any problem Sz 
(i) Q~EC~ $0 can described by a &STC( + k)-sentence; 
(ii) SZER): iff 52 can be described by a nCSTC( - k)-sentence. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on k (the base case follows by Theorem 3.2). Let 
Q~EZ,P be some problem over z. By [4,26] Sz can be described by a sentence of 
second-order logic of the form 
3R1VR2 . . QkRkG 
where each Ri is a relation symbol such that no symbol of t is named Ri, Qk is the 
quantifier 3 (resp. V) if k is odd (resp. even), and OE FO,. Set x(R,) to be 
VR23R3 . . ’ QkRkt’. 
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SupposethatR,hasaritym.Letx=(~~,x,,x,,x,),x’=(x;,x;,x;,xk),andybe 
tuples of new variables (all distinct) where Ix4 1 = lxkl = m and (y 1 = m + 1. Also, let 
R’ be a new relation symbol of arity m + 1 and let x’(R’) be the result of replacing any 
occurrence of R,(z) in x(R,) by R’(x 1, z) (where z is some m-tuple of variables from 
amongst the variables involved in 19): note that x’(R’) has one free variable x1. Define 
41 = (x1, x2, x3) = (O,O, 0) A x4 = xi A (xi, xi) = (0, max); 
42 =(x1, x2) = (0, maX) A X4 # ??UlX A XL = X4 + 1 A (X;, X;, X;) = (O,O, 0); 
63 = (Xl, X,)=(O,max)Ax4=maxAx~=OA(x;,x;,x;)=(max,0,0); 
44 -(x1,x2,x3, ~4) = (mUX, 0, 0, 0) A x’(R’) 
A (xi, xi, xi, xi) = (max, max, max, max); 
$1 = 41 A R’(Y); 
$2 = (bz A (R’(Y) A Y = (x3, x4)); 
$3 = 43 A (R’(Y) v Y = (x3, x4)); 
$4 = 44 A R’(Y), 
Lemma 3.5. Let SESTRUCT(~). Then 
S ‘F CSTC[Ax, x’, y; R’, 4, $1 ifl SEQ. 
Proof. Let T be the triple (S, 4(x, n’, R’), I,+, x’, y, R’)). Suppose that (0, max) is in 
the c.s.t.c. of the system described by T. The path taken by the traveller from vertex 
0 to vertex max is in two parts: the first part is from vertex 0 to vertex (max, 0, 0,O) and 
the second consists of one move from vertex (max, 0, 0, 0) to vertex max. Throughout 
the first part of the path moves are made according to 41, c#I~, or +3, and the move 
made in the second part is according to q54. Essentially, the first part consists of 
guessing a relation R’ and the second part consists of verifying that x’(R’) holds when 
x1 = max; that is, whether x(R,) holds with the relation R, defined as follows: for any 
ZEISlrn 
RI(z) holds iff R’(max, z) holds. 
Hence 
S !=CSTC[Ax, x’,y; R’, 4, $1 = Sk 3R’Vxl (x1 # max v x’(R’)) 
iff Sk3R,1((Rl) iff SEQ. 
The converse is similar and the result follows. 0 
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By [4,26] the problems (of arities 2m + 6 and 3m + 7) over r u (R’) described by 
the formulae 4(x, x’) and $(x, x’, y) are in ZZi_ 1, and so by the induction hypothesis 
can be described by pCSTC( - (k - I))-formulae. Hence, by Lemma 3.5, 52 can be 
described by a pCSTC( + k)-sentence. 
Conversely, suppose that the problem 52 can be described by a pCSTC 
(+ k)-sentence. By the induction hypothesis and by proceeding as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3, it is easy to see that QEZ[. As ni = co-If?, the result follows by 
induction. 0 
Note that for k 3 2 there are many pCSTC( + k)-sentences which, by definition, are 
not in ( f CSTC)’ [FO,] ( = PSPACE) but that describe problems in Zct;l. Of course, if 
0 is any such sentence then there is a sentence in ( f CSTC)‘[FO,] describing the 
same problem as 0. 
The logical classification of the classes of the Polynomial Hierarchy in Theorem 3.4 
should be compared with what happens in the case of a logic like ( f HP)*[FO,]. We 
have that 
HP’[FO,] = NP = pCSTC’[FO,]; 
HP*[FO,] = NP = pCSTC*[FO,]; 
( f HP)*[FO,] = LNP G Z; G PH c p( f CSTC)*[FO,] 
(by [20, 23, 241 where PH is the Polynomial Hierarchy). In fact, it is not hard to see 
that 
PH = ,11( f CSTC)*[FO,]. 
It appears that the roles of negation in ( f HP)*[FO,] and p( + CSTC)*[FO,] differ. 
Remark. One might be tempted to define @, for some sub-logic L of ( _+ CSTC)*[FO,], 
as being those formulae of L in which any application of the operator CSTC of the 
form CSTC[Ax, x’,y; R, 4, $1 is such that for all structures S (over the appropriate 
vocabulary), in the system described by the tuple (S, 4(x, x, R), $(x, x’, y, R)) the 
relation R increases monotonically. This would be misguided as by [l], even if 
4, $ E FO,, it is undecidable as to whether this is the case. 
Having captured complexity classes ranging from NP, through PH, and up to 
PSPACE, let us now consider P. Let CSTC[px, x’, y; R, 4, $1 be some sentence of 
(+ CSTC)*[FO,] over the vocabulary z u (R) and let SE STRUCT(t). We write 
S ka CSTCClx, x’,Y; R, $3 $1 
where 1x1 = lx’1 = 1 iff (0, max) is in the deterministic context-sensitive transitive 
closure (d.c.s.t.c.) of the system described by the triple T = (S, 4(x,x’, R), 
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$(x, x’, y, R)), where the d.c.s.t.c. of the system described by T is defined as 
follows: 
{(u, u’)EISJ’ x IS]‘: th ere is a sequence of moves in the system described by 
T enabling the traveller to reach the vertex u’ starting at 
the vertex u, when the initial context is given by R,, such 
that if he is at any vertex on this path, apart from u’, 
there is exactly one possible vertex to which he may 
move}. 
Let 0 be any sentence of ( f CSTC)*[FO,]. If 0 is to be interpreted with respect to 
the semantics given by Fs then we write 60. Consequently, the problem described by 
the sentence 60 is that described by 0 with the semantics given by Is. Let L be some 
sub-logic of ( + CSTC)*[FO,]. Then we write 6L to denote the fact that we intend the 
semantics to be defined with respect to ba as opposed to F. (We choose to use the 
symbol “6” as it is the Greek equivalent of the letter “d” standing for “deterministic”.) 
Theorem 3.6. Let 52 be some problem over 5. Then QE P iff 52 can be’ described by 
a sentence of 6p( f CSTC)*[FO,]. Moreover, any problem described by a sentence of 
6p( + CSTC)*[FO,] can be described by one of GpCSTC’ [FO,] of the form 
6CSTCCAx,x’,y;R, 4, $1 
where 
(i) 4, rl/ E FO, are quantifier-free; 
(ii) II/ is of the form (4 A R(y)) v x for some x; 
(iii) all occurrences of R in $ (and in 4 and x) are positive. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.3 of [25] any problem 52 is in P iff Q can be described by 
a sentence of the logic PS*[FO,] of the form 
PS CA& u, w, Q, u, w) 1 
where Iul = 1uI = I WI = 1 and 9 is a projective formula. Let t, t’, and those of the 
1-tuples u’, u’, w’, z, and z’ be new variables (with all variables distinct), and let R be 
a new relation symbol of arity 1. Define 
A (u’, w’) (u, u, w) + 1; 
$2 = (U, U, W) = (PtUZX, i?lUX, mCZX) A i/ = z + 1 A t = t’ = 0 
A (U’, U’, W’) = (0, 0, 0); 
43 s (U, U, W) = (0, 0, 0) A z’ = z = mux A t = 0 A t’ = max A R(z) 
A (U’, U’, Iv’) = (max, mux, mux), 
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with 4 = 4i v & v &, and define 
$2 = ‘#b A (R(Y) V (R(u) A R(u) A ‘%, u, w) A Y = w)); 
Set x = (u, u, W, z, t) and x’ = (u’, u’, w’, z’, t’). Then for any SE STRUCT(z), 
S b PS[h, u, w, 0(u, u, IV)] iff S +dCSTC[Ax, x’,y; R, 4, $1. 
Hence, any problem in P can be described by a sentence of the required form. That 
Sp( + CSX)*[FO,] G P follows by arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, a simple 
induction, and the fact that P = co-P. 0 
Note that changing the semantics of ( k CSTC)*[FO,] from l= to ba makes no 
difference. 
Corollary 3.7. PSPACE = 6( + CSTC)*[FO,] = dCSTC’[FO,]. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.1. 0 
4. Applications 
Our first application of the characterizations in the previous section involves the 
capture of complexity classes using classes of program schemes. Let NPSA+( Q ) 
(resp. DPSA+( d )) consist of those program schemes of NPSA( < ) (resp. DPSA( < )) 
in which only assignments of the form A[z]:= max are allowed. 
Corollary 4.1. NP = NPSA+( < ) and P = DPSA+( < ). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, any problem Sz is in NP iff Q can be described by a sentence of 
the logic CSTC’[FO,] of the form 
CSTCCk x',Y; R, 4, $1 
where 4, $ E FO, are quantifier-free, $ is of the form (4 v R(y)) A x for some x, and all 
occurrences of R in I,!J are positive. 
Let A and B be array symbols of dimension 1yJ and let 4’(x, x’, A) (resp. 
$‘(A x’, Y, A)) be 4(x, x’, R) (rev. $( x, x’, R)) where any occurrence of the form R(z) 
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is replaced with the test A[z] = max. Let the program scheme p E NPSA+( < ) be 
defined as follows: 
hptlt (X) 
WHILE x # max DO 
guess(x’) 
IF #I@, x’, A) THEN 
y:= 0 
WHILE y # max DO 
IF $‘(x, x’, y, A)THEN B[y]:= max FZ 
y:=y+ 1 
OD 
IF $(x, x’, y, A) THEN B[y]:= max FZ 
y:= 0 
WHILE y # max DO 
IF B[y] = max THEN A[y]:= max FI 
y:= y + 1 
OD 
IF B[y] = max THEN A[y]:= max FI 
FI 
OD 
output(x) 
(the shorthand used above should be obvious, as should the fact that the usual IF . . 
THEN . . . FZ statement can be employed within the formalism defined in Section 
2.2). The program scheme p clearly accepts Q. 
Conversely, suppose that the problem 52 is accepted by a program scheme p of 
NPSA+( < ). A state of a computation of p can be defined as a tuple consisting of the 
instruction currently being executed, the current values of the variables, and the 
current valuation on the array symbols. If a computation is an accepting computation 
then we may assume that no state appears more than once in the computation. Also, 
as only assignments of the form A[z]:= max are allowed there are at most 
.polynomially many (in the size of the input structure) different valuations on the array 
symbols occurring in the states of any accepting computation. Consequently, whether 
p accepts some input structure can be verified in NP, and so 51 E NP. 
The fact that P = DPSA’( < ) follows similarly using Theorem 3.6. 0 
The characterizations in Corollary 4.1 are, to the best of our knowledge, new (in the 
past, in order to capture P using classes of program schemes stacks as opposed to 
arrays were introduced ([S, 27]), and we know of no characterization bf NP using 
naturally-defined classes of program schemes). We could also have defined the logics 
NPSA+( < ) and DPSA+( d ) by insisting that any assignment such as A[z]:= w is 
interpreted as “A[z] is set at w if w is greater than the current value, otherwise it 
remains unchanged”: the consequences are the same. 
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Consider the decision problem TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE-WITH-SET-AS- 
CONTEXT(TCSC) defined as follows. An instance of TCSC consists of 
a set A of labels and a subset C E A; 
a set V of vertices including the two distinct, distinguished vertices u and u; 
a set E E V x V of edges, each of which is labelled with an element of 
{O,l}xAxAxA. 
A yes-instance of TCSC is an instance where a traveller starting at u can move from 
vertex to vertex so as to reach u according to the following rules: 
initially, the traveller is at u and the subset C is as given above; 
if ever the traveller is at XE V and there is an edge (x, y)~ E labelled (1, al, a2, a3) 
(resp. (0, a,, a2, a3)) then the traveller may move to y so long as a, EC (resp. a, # C), 
and if he does so then az must be placed in C (if it is not currently in C) and a3 must be 
removed from C (if it is currently in C), in that order. 
The decision problem TCSC is a generalization of the problem TC except that the 
(dynamic) subset C constitutes the context of the system. Our second application of 
the characterizations of the previous section is as follows. 
Corollary 4.2. TCSC is complete for PSPACE via logspace reductions. 
Proof. Let Sz be some problem in PSPACE over the vocabulary T. By the proof of 
Theorem 3.1, Q can be described by a sentence of CSTC’[FO,] of the form 
CSTCCk x’,Y; R, 4, $1 
where the notation is as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (henceforth, we adopt the 
notation of the proof of Theorem 3.1). Note that given SE STRUCT(r) and x, X’E ISI I, 
either 
whether &‘(x, x’) holds depends solely upon S, x, and x’, and not on R. 
or 
whether 4’(x, x’) holds depends only upon R(w) for some w~lSl~+‘. 
Also, note that given S E STRUCT(z), x, x’ E 1 Sl I, and R, 
({yEIS(*+? rc/‘(x, x’, y, R) holds but R(y) doesn’t}1 d 1 
and 
l{yElSlm+2: R(y) holds but $‘(x, x’, y, R) doesn’t} I < 1. 
In fact, if 
J{yElSlm+2: t,k’(x, x’, y, R) holds but R(y) doesn’t}1 = 0 
then 
I{yEIS(m+2: R(y) holds but tj’(x, x’, y, R) doesn’t}1 = 0. 
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We choose to reduce first of all to the decision problem TCSC’ defined as was 
TCSC except that the labels on edges are elements of (0, l} x A x A x 2A and that 
should the traveller move from vertex x to vertex y where the edge (x, y) is labelled 
(1, a,, a*, As), say, (with A, E .A and a, currently in C), then a2 is added to C and each 
element of A3 is removed from C (should it currently be in C). Let S E STRUCT(z). 
Then the instance a(S) of TCSC’ is defined as follows. 
(i) The label set A of o(S) is {a(y):y~ISj”‘~~} u {Ei, Ed} and C = {Et}. 
(ii) The vertex set V of a(S) is {x: XE IS]‘} and u = 0 and u = max. 
(iii) Let X, X’E V with x # x’. 
(a) If whether @(x, x’, R) holds depends solely upon S, x, and x’, and not on R, 
and 4’(x, x’) does indeed hold then there is an edge (x, x’)EE labelled (1, Ei, u2, A3) 
(a2 and A3 will be defined presently). 
(b) If @(x,x’, R) holds only if R(w) holds (resp. does not hold) for some 
particular w E 1 SI”+ 2, then there is an edge (x, x’) E E labelled (1, u(w), a2, As) (resp. (0, 
u(w), u2, A3)) (a2 and A3 will be defined presently). 
(c) If (x, x’)EE has been partially labelled as in (a) and (b) and YE (Sl”+2 is the 
unique y such that $‘(x, x’, y, R) holds but R(y) doesn’t then u2 = u(y). In this case, 
y = (z, w, mux) for some z, w, and if y’ is such that R(y’) holds but $‘(x, x’,y’, R) 
doesn’t then y’ is of the form (z, w, w’) for some w’ # max. Set 
A, = {a(~‘) :y’ = (z, w, w’) where w’ # max}. 
(d) If (x, X’)E E has been partially labelled as in (a) and (b) and there is no 
yE(S(m+2 such that $‘(x, x’,y, R) holds but R(y) doesn’t then set u2 = Ei and 
A, = &}. 
(Note how the set C mimics the relation R.) We remark that we have arranged it so 
that Ei (resp. .Q) should always (resp. never) be in the subset C. As o(S) can be 
constructed from S using O(log IS I) space, and SE s2 iff o(S) E TCSC’, we have that 
TCSC’ is hard for PSPACE via logspace reductions. 
Now, given an instance o(S) of TCSC’, constructed from the instance S of 52 as 
above, we can replace any edge (x, y) labelled (1, a,, a2, As), say, where (A, ( > 1, with 
a path from x to y of length 1 A3 1 + 1 where the first edge in this path is labelled (1, a,, 
u2, Ed) and each subsequent edge in the path is labelled (1, Ei, &i, b) for some unique 
b E A3. If I A3 ) = 0 then the edge (x, y) is labelled (1, a,, u2, E,,) (we proceed likewise 
with edges labelled (0, al, u2, A3)). This results in an instance of TCSC and we clearly 
have that TCSC is hard for PSPACE TCSC can be solved 
in polynomial-space then 
some might that the decision problem TCSC 
(the intuitive idea behind TCSC much simpler than might at first appear), 
an important point to is Corollary been proven from 
principles. That have not assumed 
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in PSPACE (see also the proofs in [14]). As such, TCSC is a generic decision 
problem. 
Let the decision problem TRANSITIVE-CLOSURE-WITH-MONOTONE-SET- 
AS-CONTEXT(TCMSC) be defined as follows. An instance of TCMSC is similar to 
an instance of TCSC except that the labels are elements of A x A. A yes-instance is 
defined as was a yes-instance of TCSC except that the traveller can move from vertex 
x to vertex y where the label of the edge (x, y) is (aI, az) if a1 E C, and on doing so a2 
must be placed in C (if it is not currently in C). By proceeding as we did in Corollary 4.2, 
except we use Theorem 3.2, we immediately obtain the following result. 
Corollary 4.3. TCMSC is complete for NP via logspace reductions. 
Our final application is of a result in [25] and should really have been included 
there. However, it is not out of place here. It is an application of the fact that PS is 
complete for P via projection translations (Theorem 2.1). 
Corollary 4.4. Any problem 52 in P can be described by a sentence of the form 
CL=‘,:MR, 41 (ma4 
where LFP is the leastfixed point operator, R is a relation symbol of arity 1x1, #(R, x) is 
a$rst-orderformula over the vocabulary z(a) v (R) in which R appears only positively, 
and max is the constant symbol max repeated 1x1 times (the notation is as in [7]). 
Proof. Let R be any problem in P. By Corollary 4.3 of [25], Q can be described by 
a sentence of the form 
ps Ck y, z $(x, y, z)] 
where 1 x ( = ly 1 = 1 z 1 = 1 and $(x, y, z) is a projective formula. Let R be a new relation 
symbol of arity 1. Then Sz is also described by the sentence 
[LFP,~,(~x~y(z = 0 v (R(x) A R(Y) * Il/(x,y, z))))l(max). 
The result follows. 0 
Of course, Corollary 4.4 is not new: the fact that one can get away with at most one 
application of the operator LFP and still capture all of P was proven in [9]. However, 
our proof is preferable due to its simplicity (given Corollary 4.3 of [25]) and the fact 
that the normal form obtained is more exact than that in [9]; for the formula 4(R, x) 
in the statement of Corollary 4.4 can be taken to be of the form 
3~ Q(R x, Y) 
for some tuple of variables y where B(R, x, y) E FO, is quantifier-free. 
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